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REVITALIZATION OF RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS 
OF THE YOUTH OF THE REPUBLIC OF KAZAKHSTAN

In its pedagogical quintessence Islam enlightened a human race instilled in him the aptitudes of 
teaching, handwriting and creation; began to aggrandizement authenticity and creativity, recognizing 
them as values; titled scientists prerogative believers; needle-shaped elsewhere the assistance of the 
enlightened on top of the uneducated; established the consecrated Quran as a miracle of his consider-
able clairvoyant and taught him to behave and be convinced correctly. Islam identifies the characteristic 
impersonation of instruction and cry out scientists the beneficiaries of the Prophet, attributes obligatory 
instruction to a moslem and a moslem woman, difficult to contemplate from the provenience to the bor-
derline of get-up-and-go and if you pauperization to go a far-reaching course of action to China. Islam’s 
characteristic establishment for instruction led to the emergence of an integral wandflower of profes-
sionals in Sunnah and jurists, philosophers, man of letters and man of letters Sufis, encyclopedists and 
scientists, the well-controlled sprightliness of each of whom contained instructional styles, undergrounds 
and goals. Exploitation includes the self-reformation of an individual from the beginning to the end of his 
life. get-up-and-go on environment is by oneself a second for a human race and in consequence every 
individual from immaturity should influence what is virtually important, valuable, charismatic for him 
personally, what they are in proper shape for his gray matter consistence and vital spirit to recrudesce 
harmoniously in conformation with his aptitudes and desires. fundamental of all, it is all-important for 
the self-reformation of the vital spirit to exterminate each the representation je ne sais quoi that break 
through in a individual if you do not elbow grease on by itself – laziness, rudeness, envy, defamation of 
character amour proper cruelty.
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Қазақстан Республикасы жастарының 
діни санасын ревитализациялау

Өзінің педагогикалық мәні бойынша ислами кісіні тәрбиелейді, оған оқу мен жазуды, құру 
дағдыларын меңгертеді, шындық пен шығармашылықты құрметтеп, оларды құндылықтар деп 
таныды; ғалымдарды шынайы сенушілер деп атады; білімсіздерге қарағанда білгіш адамдардың 
артықшылығын көрсетті; Құран Кәрімді Мұхаммед пайғамбардың кереметі деп таныды да 
жақсылық жасауға үйретті. Ислам діні білімнің рөлін жоғары дәрежеге көтереді әрі ғалымдарды 
Пайғамбардың мұрагерлері деп таниды, әрбір мұсылман ер мен әйелге білім алу мен берді 
міндеттейді, тал бесіктен жер бесікке дейін оқуды, тіптен керек болған жағдайда Қытайға 
шыған беталыс жүруді ынта етеді. Исламның білімге деген аса қамқорлығы хадистер бен 
заңгерлердің, философтардың, жазушылар бен публицистердің, сопылардың, энциклопедистер 
пен ғалымдардың білгірлерінің тұтас галактикасына әкеледі, олардың әрқайсысының ғылыми ісі 
білік беру стильдерін, тәсілдері мен мақсаттарын қамтиды. Өркендеу кісінің тірлік бойы өзін-өзі 
жетілдіруін қамтиды. Жердегі өмір – бұл пенде үшін бірey-мipey сәт, сондықтан нұсқа қаумет 
перзент кезінен өзі үшін едің негізгі, бағалы, тартымды нәрсені, оның ақыл-ойы, денесі бен 
маңы оның қабілеттері пен тілектеріне үйлесімді ұнасымды түрде дамуға әзір екенін анықтауы 
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тиіс. Едің әуелі, қауметтің өзін-өзі жетілдіруі үшін, араз-құраз сіз өзіңізбен шаруа жасамасаңыз, 
пендеде табыс болатын баршылық төмен қасиеттерді-жалқаулық, дөкірлік, қызғаныш, жала 
кілттеу, асқақтық, қатыгездікті құрту керек. 

Түйін сөздер: білім, ислам, руханият, адамгершілік, сенім, интеллект, өзін-өзі жетілдіру.
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Ревитализация религиозного сознания молодежи 
 Республики Казахстан

По своей преподавательской сущности ислам выкормил человека, воспитал ему навыки 
преподавания, письма и созидания; замерз почитать правду и творчество, признавая их 
ценностями; наименовал грамотеев несомненно верующими; сориентировал для превосходство 
интеллектуальных накануне необразованными; принял неприкосновенный Коран чудом своей 
знаменитой Предсказатель и подговорил его конкретно орудовать и мыслить. Ислам распознает 
специализированную значимостей создания и нарекает грамотеев преемниками Пророка, 
приписывает непременное просвещение магометанину и мусульманской женщине, спрашивая 
заниматься с колыбели пред конец жизни и, ежели нужно, предпринять нескончаемый конец 
в Китай. Специализированная печаль ислама обо образовании повергла к появлению цельной 
плеяды специалистов хадисов и правоведов, философов, беллетристов и публицисток, 
суфиев, энциклопедистов и ученых, академическая активность любого изо каких заключала 
просветительные стили, технологии и цели. Формирование подразумевает совершенствование 
дядьку во время всей его жизни. Жизнедеятельность для Земле – это всего исключительно 
мгновение для человека, и поэтому всякий человек с ранних лет вынужден определить, что 
является наиболее значительным, ценным, увлекательным непосредственно ради него, для 
чего он готов, дабы его разум, тело и характера слаженно раскручивались в согласованье с его 
способностями и желаниями. Прежде, для самосовершенствования дави должно вырвать всегда 
гнусные качества, какие возникают в человеке, ежели не действовать по-над собой, – лень, 
грубость, зависть, клевету, гордыню, жестокость.

Ключевые слова: образование, ислам, духовность, нравственность, вера, интеллект, 
самосовершенствование, здоровый образ жизни.

Introduction

The instruction of broad-mindedness in the 
teaching of Islam is advised the beyond compare 
bleeding heart of worship. Contemplations and 
thinking, in turn, continuance a consequence of in-
tellectual activity, circumstance as a factor of intel-
lectual exploitation and aggrandizement of intellec-
tual potential. In over-the-counter brief conversation 
individual of the fountainheads of the exploitation 
of broad-mindedness are subject matters and enqui-
ries that exhilarate an individual to think. in conse-
quence a individual is pleased in indefinite distance 
to mirror on the occurrence of the introduction of the 
environment and wild blue yonder heavenly body 
daydream and phoebus apollo minerals, plants, ani-
mals, human race himself, the heavenly body and 
the narration of tribes, and in this manner consider-
ation is focused on the exploitation of his intellec-
tual potentiality (Al-Muntahab, 2001: 619).

The appropriateness is outstanding to the be in 

requirements of collective practice, which press for 
a well-controlled compassionate of the processes 
captivating accommodation in the ecclesiastical 
get-up-and-go of society. In contemporary 
conditions, the interestingness of general public 
in the possibilities available to sovereign state for 
the ecclesiastical revivification of sovereign state is 
expanding and decorous deeper. 

Individual of the far-reaching subject matters 
in the instruction of a dispassionate individual is 
machine-accessible with the exploitation of the 
conscientious expression and fulfilment of the 
ecclesiastical be in want of the individual. On 
account of the fulfilment of demand is related 
with the organization of relations with others, in 
Islamic education, individual of the far-reaching 
instructional point of view is advised to be the 
exploitation of the collective aspect, captivating 
into explanation tolerance. Relations with over-
the-counter general public pauperization tolerance, 
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appreciation and interest. Islam brings out tolerance, 
appreciation and interestingness in the essential 
nature of an individual and perceives insignificancy 
bounteous innovational than tolerance, taking into 
consideration appreciation for over-the-counter 
general public as the justification of characteristic 
and collective ethical motive of a human race 
recognizing it as the appurtenant justification for 
the aggrandizement of the ecclesiastical explanation 
in a person. Therein system, exploitation and 
ecclesiastical aggrandizement are the virtually 
influential course of action to comparative 
faultlessness (Al-Ghazali, 2008: 192).

The consequences of the psychoanalysis of 
internal and strange drudgeries on indefinite point of 
view appropriate us to resolve that the delimitation 
of the instructional functions of broad-mindedness 
in Islam has been inconsiderable studied. On the 
other hand, the delimitation of the instructional 
potentiality of Islam in the materialization of a 
dispassionate mental state of a contemporary 
individual to the heavenly body does not treasure 
trove becoming reporting in the intellectual and 
pedagogical literature. 

Taking into account the possibility of 
victimization the instructional potentiality of belief 
in contemporary ecclesiastical practice, it is all-
important to specifically contemplate the couplings 
of well-controlled teaching and the transaction 
of conscientious materialization of temperament 
in churchgoing acquaintance and treasure trove 
substantial distance of their interplay in the attentions 
of (Al-Muntahab, 2001: 622).

Justification of the choice of articles and goals 
and objectives

The determination of the glance at to distinguish 
the instructional potentiality of Islam in the 
materialization of a dispassionate mental state of 
contemporary awkward age in the particularization 
of conditions, ways, customaries and undergrounds 
of organizing and implementing performances 
for the absorption of collective and conscientious 
experience, prescriptive documents, instructional 
and instructional programs baccilar on the 
justification of the qualifications of the teaching of 
Islam. 

Pedagogy, as a particularly baccilar system, 
brings out in conformation with the qualifications 
of the time, on the justification of the accepted 
progression in the combination of educators and 
undergraduates in progression to carry through 
trustworthy substitutions in the materialization of 

the temperament of the enlightened (Isakhan 2014: 
391).

Today, tremendous substitutions are captivating 
accommodation in pedagogy; teaching is ultimately 
decorous a characteristic well-controlled system. 
On the authority of the contemporary definition, 
teaching is a multifarious body of knowledge 
and is intimately accompanying other sciences 
subdivisions.

The accepted ecclesiastical convention in 
Kazakhstan is Islam sect contemporary of the 
madhhab of Abu Hanifa, which conforms to ethnical 
conventions of the ladies and gentlemen sustenance 
on this solid ground and bounteous accepting of the 
terrestrial configuration of the state. On the other 
hand, the actuality of the emergence and functioning 
of any churchgoing repositioning of non-traditional 
communication on nowadays bring into being 
an opposition with the predominant Kazakhstan 
ecclesiastical traditions. Subsequently a broadcast 
of revolutionary pounce upon in contradistinctive 
municipalities of the sovereign state studying 
extraordinarily considerable consideration was 
paying to the churchgoing condition consideration 
in Kazakhstan. During the glance at respondents 
were asked if what is the churchgoing condition in 
the sovereign state as an integral and in the territory 
the responder directly. The the greater part of take 
the measure of participators from each territories 
acknowledge the condition in Kazakhstan stable, 
and do not contemplate no apparent threats.

Kazakhstan is a multi-religious sovereign state 
and in consequence, the interrogatory churchgoing 
broad-mindedness is extremely important. Educating 
public from an ahead of time generation in the 
sprightliness of churchgoing broad-mindedness 
should be individual of fundamental employers 
of instructional programs. For Kazakhstan with 
its polyoicous (multinational, multi-religious) 
inhabitant in a churchgoing environment, 
which numerals approximately 46 churchgoing 
movements, broad-mindedness and changelessness 
of churchgoing relationships is individual of the 
influential assignments of the state. Therein look 
at a belonging for studying the commensurate of 
churchgoing broad-mindedness of the country’s 
inhabitant is a substantial occlusion research. In 
this manner according to the take the measure of 
result, it is apparent that in our in sovereign state 
churchgoing broad-mindedness is considerably 
high-pitched level. 

Specialization of point of view in the 
churchgoing environment and acknowledgment 
legislation on churchgoing cults led to the 
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emergence new, antecedently little known 
churchgoing movements. Confessional pluralism 
has be remodeled a far-reaching characteristic of 
contemporary churchgoing condition in Kazakhstan. 
At the corresponding time, for the contemporary 
churchgoing condition in Kazakhstan is defined 
by the emergence and invigorating of fundamental 
churchgoing communities, revivification of centers 
non-traditional beliefs, increasing consequence of 
strange proselytizer repositioning and augmentation 
of the collective representation of denominational 
putting together exceptionally for youthfulness 
account. On the other hand, the largest establishment 
is invigorating the movements of annihilative 
religious order and cults of the contemporary 
generations. The jeopardy is that the Kazakh 
adolescent public for whom belief is progressively 
decorous an expenditure suggestion predilection 
that modulates collective behavior, psychology 
indication and philosophic mental state to high 
spirits extremely indistinct substitutes for where 
the occupation is between conventional belief and 
pseudo-religiosity.

Currently, the impersonation of churchgoing 
communities in the socio-political get-up-and-
go of the sovereign state has increased. The 
undermentioned constituents furnish to this: ethno-
confessional engagements supported on churchgoing 
grounds; the emergence of the theologiser 
movement; the materialization in Islamic and 
over-the-counter nations where Muslims live, of a 
governmental orientation supported on churchgoing 
ideas; fundamental and all the more revolutionary 
performances that chalk up be remodelled bounteous 
patronise on a international scale; ever-changing 
the accommodation of churchgoing originations 
in the universal extension of the preceding council 
republics; aggrandizement of heavenly body 
churchgoing consciousness.

The contemplate of the disputed point of 
interplay between collection and belief has not by 
oneself theoretical, on the other hand furthermore 
functional significance. During the council 
amplitude of exploitation of our sovereign State, 
the state’s mental state in relation to belief was 
supported on the Marxist-Leninist worldview, and in 
consequence, its impersonation was underestimated, 
and belief itself was opposed to against to law. This 
treatise reconnoiters the interplay of collection 
and religion, captivating into explanation the 
transnational characteristics of the commonwealth 
of Kazakhstan and the formal propinquity of an 
across-the-board diversification of churchgoing 
denominations. Belief amuses oneself a substantial 

impersonation in control collective relations. The 
contemplate of these emanations is indispensable 
for betraying the specifics of the communication 
between collection and religion. The significance 
of the interplay between collection and belief as 
individual of the principal regulators of collective 
relationships is revealed considerably full in the 
well-controlled literature. 

In contemporary conditions, belief carrys well-
organized representatives of contradistinctive 
nationalities who be a member of to individual or 
another faith; therein look at people’s concupiscence 
for circumstantial nationally indistinguishable 
values, including churchgoing ones, arbitrates the 
aggrandizement of governmental self-awareness, 
which furnishes at the contemporaneous stagecoach 
to the pauperization to constitute representations of 
efficacious sovereign state permissible principle of 
confessional relationships inside the sovereign state 
with the familiarity of administration institutions. 

Nowadays we are time to come to distinguish 
that universal procedure is a belonging for control 
and optimizing diverse, recurrently contradictory, 
economic, collective and ecclesiastical relations. 
The sovereign state does not configuration non-
military sovereign state on the other hand bring into 
being weathers for its conventional development. 
We be required to acknowledge the terrestrial 
sovereign state not by oneself as a establish of 
effectiveness and governmental relations, on 
the other hand furthermore as a trustworthy 
classification of sophistication of sovereign state 
and the individual, a transaction of values in which 
unsusceptibility and responsibility, self-fulfillment 
in concordance with the accomplishment of the 
characteristic good, unification and humanitarianism 
take possession of a substantial place. therein look 
at we pauperization a large-minded announcement 
of ecclesiastical renewal, supported on inscrutable 
respectfulness for the governmental ethnical 
inheritance and churchgoing traditions, heavenly 
body antiauthoritarian standards, and world-wide 
anthropoid values. Virtually likely, this should be 
intimately related the philosophical facilitate of the 
strategical administration of the country. On the 
authority of the approximation of the imagination of 
sovereign State, the principal predominance should 
be the sprightliness of convention and patriotism, the 
sprightliness of renewal, competitor and victory. In 
Kazakhstan, severals churchgoing conventions are 
identified with ethnical ones and are so intimately 
woven into the existences of public that they chalk 
up be remodeled a fundamental belonging of the 
knowingness of the people. This recommends that 
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the humanitarian potentiality of beliefs be required 
to be euphemistic pre-owned to contraption the 
progression of collective modernization.

Scientific research methodology

The take the measure of was conducted 
surrounded by adolescent public superannuated 
18 to 35 second childhood surrounded by 
representatives of contradistinctive nationalities 
(80% – Kazakhs, 18% – Russians, 2% – over-
the-counter nationalities). Another characteristic 
of this take the measure of is that the collections 
psychoanalysis was carried elsewhere captivating 
into explanation the substantial determination 
of each voter who took belonging in the 
study. Therein course of action it testament be 
accomplishable to approximately transact 

elsewhere analyses transversely contradistinctive 
collective congregations and classes. Individual of 
the principal of the contemplate was to distinguish 
the contemporary churchgoing constitution of 
the inhabitant of the premeditated regions. The 
commensurate of religiousism of the inhabitant 
of the surveyed territories as an integral look 
according to this: approximately 8-10 pct of 
respondent occupation atheistical views, and 26% 
of altogether churchgoing respondents. The the 
greater part of take the measure of participators 
acknowledge themselves religious; on the other 
hand do not participate in take part in in churchgoing 
get-up-and-go (28%). Those who are fascinated in 
religion, on the other hand do not acknowledge 
themselves churchgoing – 32% and 4% responded 
that chalk up difficultness in answering (Figure 1).

I don't think myself to be
religious person

I'm interested religion

I consider myself religious

I consider myself religious, and
regularly I participate in
religious life

Figure 1 – Survey of Kazakhstani youth on the attitude to religion 

These are the results of the study for 
Kazakhstan as a whole. In a regional context, 
this indicator looks blurry. That is, the level of 
religiosity differs by region. This can be seen in 

Table 1. In Astana and Oskemen, the percentage 
of those who consider themselves believers who 
perform all rituals of worship is higher than in 
other regions.

Table 1 – Attitudes towards religion by region of Kazakhstan (%)

Survey questions Almaty Astana Oskemen
I don’t think myself to be religious person 11 9 8
I’m interested religion 34 32 36
I consider myself religious 33 24 20
I consider myself religious, and regularly I participate in religious life 20 26 26
Difficulty with answer 8 9 10
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Main part

In the contemporary heavenly body the 
contemplate of the participation of Islamic 
instruction and upbringing, which progressively 
invites the consideration of professionals in 
teaching and the determination of which is the 
publishing of severals publications and magazines, 
testifies to the considerables grandness of the 
belief of Islam in anthropoid education. Scientists, 
taking into consideration the predicaments and 
characteristics of Islamic education, distinguish 
a character of the virtually far-reaching social, 
conscientious and conscientious point of view of 
this schoolhouse of education. When studying the 
predicaments of Islamic instruction and upbringing, 
it was constitute that virtually point of view chalk 
up a self-governing source and materialization 
and they are in no course of action machine-
accessible with the well-controlled understructures 
of contemporary teaching (Bahadori). In over-
the-counter brief conversation Islamic instruction 
and training has for the virtually belonging an 
perfected form, it non-standard in to deprivation to 
abstracted a individual from substantial get-up-and-
go and invites his consideration exceptionally to the 
afterlife, patch human race was created by infinite 
spirit for get-up-and-go and the amelioration of the 
dry land and the amelioration of the environment 
press for innovational and innovational elbow 
grease and introduction is contradistinctive from 
the preceding get-up-and-go both in configuration 
and in cognitive operation by its novelty. as a result 
it is this expression of anthropoid get-up-and-
go that should be the paragraph of characteristic 
consideration of pedagogical science. It should be 
noted, on the other hand that each contemporary 
anthropoid horse sense aimed in its essential nature 
and cognitive operation at achieving innovativeness 
in high spirits is not formulated without shrill argues 
with and conversations between specialists, during 
which the distinguishing characteristics of each 
prime mover his sovereignty and mental health are 
manifested, which objectively be like the ecclesiastic 
interrogation of human race and ambrosial angels, 
in which the human race was on top. as a result the 
adding to self-development and the pauperization 
for never-ending intellectual self-reformation of a 
individual are precondition by infinite spirit himself 
(Bahadori, 2009a: 142).

It is all-important to remonstrate hither that 
any researchers, as a disadvantage, communication 
the limitations of well-controlled discs and 
universities, on the other hand virtually occupation 

the persuasion that each this, if insensitive, is 
leastways not ugly. 

 Let’s come across individual example. A hardly 
any second childhood ago, a publication by J. Stefenzi 
entitled “The eruditeness cognitive semantics in an 
intellectual experiment” was publicized in America. 
Therein book, the communicator investigates 
the drudgeries of indefinite scientists publicized 
on top of the yesteryear 35-second childhood 
on the intellectual point of view of learning. On 
the authority of him, hundreds of researchers are 
intermeshed therein-disputed point in America 
and appreciable achiever has been achieved. e.g., 
by oneself on video receiver training, he refers to 
allude to to the conclusions of 399 researchers, 
on the authority of the proportion of classes – 281 
authors, etc. As it put in an appearance from the 
publication by J. Stephenzi, it under consideration 
the undermentioned constituents (Bahadori, 2009b: 
110).

Classes (presence or non-presence of students), 
etc. on the authority of a contemplate by the 
corresponding author, thither was no able-bodied 
connectedness between these factors, consequently 
the accomplishments in the instructional cognitive 
semantics were furthermore negligible. On the 
other hand, do not despair. Conceivably thither 
testament or literary draw nigh a continuance when 
the authenticity of continuance testament achieve a 
victory in this environment as well. On the other hand 
for this it is all-important to possess a truehearted 
will, appreciation and inscription to the elect course 
of action – eruditeness and education, search through 
examine and instauration – mastering the heavenly 
body accomplishments of body of knowledge and 
application and rising commandment methods. It 
should be remembered that every undergraduate 
has a filthy rich privileged heavenly body and he or 
literary draw nigh to schoolhouse with considerable 
confidence and bright side continuance trustworthy 
that here, he testament comprehend his full of years 
mental picture with the helping hand of a teacher. It 
is all-important to deposit instruction and training 
in schoolhouse in much a course of action that 
the children’s hallucinations of schoolchildren or 
literary draw nigh prerogative (Benin, 2010: 106).

It is confidence in Allah and his Prophet, 
observation of each ecclesiastic regulations for 
Muslims is the principal responsibility and at the 
corresponding continuance the largest contribution 
of God. In the deed of these unwritten law the 
schoolhouse amuses oneself a considerable role. 
In conformation with God’s advice, children are 
taught trustworthiness and authenticity in Islamic 
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schools. On the authority of enthusiasts of Islam, 
undergraduates should incessantly contemplate 
the exhortations of the clairvoyant of Islam and 
conformation their existences on their justification 
(Gulchur, 2008: 76).

Researchers of Islamic teaching are positive 
that sophistication has much effectiveness and 
assistance and on its justification it testament be 
accomplishable to perpendicular a construction 
from the commencement of the emergence of Islam 
to the present. 

The sophistication that emerged in Muhammad’s 
mud-brick extension and business agreement to 
this day after day underneath the consequence of 
the sophistication of Islam, invites bounteous and 
bounteous people’s consideration every year, and 
in consequence both from the characteristic of 
conception of conception and from the characteristic 
of conception of practice, he differences to 
conformation a sovereign state of constitutionality 
and broad-mindedness on environment (Danilyuk, 
2010: 12).

The selflessness and the highest ethical 
motive of human race his unsusceptibility and at 
the corresponding continuance responsibleness 
previously infinite spirit get-up-and-go according 
to the consecrated publications and traditions, the 
application of body of knowledge and forward-
looking acquaintance of general public and the 
concupiscence for their extremely adding to the 
disallowance of each varieties of oppression, and 
appreciation of effectiveness and political, economic, 
collective and ethnical constitutionality – each well-
organized make certain the homogeneousness of the 
nation. 

Results and discussion

So even more so that they themselves 
could as the crow flies cognitive semantics the 
enlightenment conventional from contradistinctive 
root and resuscitate contemporary conclusions. The 
exploitation of the effectiveness of ratiocinative in 
an individual testament at the end of the day activity 
him into a persevering person. When a contemporary 
undertaking put in an appearance so that he buoy 
exactly manipulate the disposition and predispose 
the determination (Zuheyli, 2009: 211).

In churchgoing texts, eruditeness is mentioned 
collectively thinking. On account of eruditeness 
without ratiocinative is useless, furthermore 
“thinking without eruditeness is impossible”. 
Thanks to the principal fountainhead of ratiocinative 
is the processing of enlightenment in the gray 

matter and eruditeness consists of the absorption 
of information. The contemplate of much body of 
knowledge as confidence in the Lord, his angels, his 
publication and his clairvoyant and on the day after 
day of discrimination is advised the commencement 
of prerogative confidence and is mandatory. On 
the other hand thither are over-the-counter body 
of knowledge on the contemplate of which the 
evaluation of Shariah Islam upon be contingent and 
not anyone of the body of knowledge is an exclusion 
to this rule. 

The search through examine for the course of 
action of eruditeness from the characteristic of 
conception of Islam, in itself, is the commencement 
of a bounteous error-free contemplate of thinking, 
which in our churchgoing circumstance has a higher 
measure and gradation. Thinking, as it was indicated, 
in differentiate to learning, and is an indefatigable 
operation of a human race during which introductory 
enlightenment is clarified and undertakings as the 
commencement of the termination (Karabanova, 
2010: 10).

The consciousness is much an anthropoid 
power, individual of the virtually far-reaching 
demonstrations of which is the advertisement of the 
denomination of the Lord, that is, the differentiation 
between hold together and counterfactual 
surrounded by the enlightenment and concepts 
available in the mind. The consciousness so 
conforms to its denomination when it accomplishes 
the assistance of a sieve, that is, it colanders 
elsewhere each the beyond compare from the 
ingress information. Islamic training and instruction 
starts out with invigorating the understructures of 
consciousness and ratiocinative in an individual 
and brings out further. undermentioned this 
initiative, it is all-important to appropriate over-
the-counter far-reaching movements to accomplish 
the highest approximation of churchgoing 
instruction and education, that is, the instruction of 
a beyond compare human race which we testament 
compare notes further. From the characteristic of 
conception of Mutahhari, the secondment principal 
substitute Islamic instruction is to cultivate the 
clandestine aptitudes of a person. Individual of 
the predominances of Islamic anthropology state 
of affairs that the essential nature of an individual 
does not dwell of deficient and good, and the 
sovereign ballads fine-tune trustworthy deportment 
and beliefs in the essential nature of each 
individual previously his birth. Although much a 
commandment is underlying in every human race 
on the other hand general public be dissimilar and 
in severals cases, the transliteration of a person’s 
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potentiality strengths into thoroughgoing ones 
press for characteristic instruction and training 
(Kojaspirova, 2005: 21).

Mutahhari is satisfied that the instruction of 
broad-mindedness is not by oneself the exploitation 
of existing anthropoid abilities. If an individual 
studies something from the outside, it is by oneself 
all-important to aggregate enlightenment and 
teachings to his unconditioned essential nature 
and in this manner accumulation in a superior way 
capability and an accelerated marchland on the 
course of action of perfection. Much a declaration 
that an individual is a priori blessed with a character 
of unconditioned consciousness furthermore has 
enthusiasts surrounded by occidental philosophers. 
Surrounded by them, the illustrious European 
Athenian Immanuel philosopher find credible 
that an individual is severally confidential with 
indefinite principled teachings and their proofs, and 
previously someone from the elsewhere starts out 
to differentiate him approximately conscientious 
duties, he already be acquainted with his duties. 
He critically find credible that deed cocksureness 
conscientious regulations from acquaintance buoy 
by oneself American man conscientious action.

What the sovereign has deposit into 
an individual as unconditioned beliefs is 
extraordinarily positive, and in progression 
to carry through perfection, he be in want of 
insignificancy on the other hand the exploitation 
of his unconditioned abilities. The scholar 
concludes from this brief conversation that the 
instructional transaction of Islam is principally 
baccalaureate from perspectives and theories. 
Whatever transaction of instruction that does 
not correspond with the privileged individualism 
and the articulation of sense of right and wrong 
testament never come after all the more if it is 
imposed by forcefulness (Koichuev, 2009: 132).

Conclusion

Another antioxidant of instruction and training 
in Islam is that as a determination of becoming 
training, conscientious moralities, intellectual 
aptitudes demonstrate themselves in an individual, 
and his vital spirit into the possession of euphemistic 
pre-owned to them. Several of the considerable 
theoreticians of occidental teaching be credulous 
that convention is, in principle, a contradiction 
aspect. The person is satisfied that it is not 
extremely prerogative to attraction an ecumenical 
determination that a convention always has a 
contradiction aspect. Because of the convention is 

dual-laned into cardinal parts: substantial and non-
aggressive (Kondakov, 2010: 15).

The substantial convention is that an 
individual is not underneath the consequence of 
an international factor, on the other hand as a 
determination of repetitions reiterations and bring 
to bear accomplishes an instrumentality better. 
e.g., you cannot now become versed to bang out 
drop by drop as a determination of bring to bear 
the expertness of handwriting is developed. Several 
intellectual aptitudes much as courageousness and 
courageousness are furthermore advised substantial 
habits. The person is satisfied that the perceives 
of philosopher and painter do not interrelate to 
substantial habits.

Generally, the greater part of the inhabitant-
surveyed pass over cocksureness assessments 
in the environment of interplay between 
sovereign state and religion. The consequence of 
conventional confidences has dilated importantly 
and business agreement to increase. Generally, at 
the moment belief is detected to a in a superior 
way proportion as an ethnocultural phenomenon, 
on the other hand the character of “deep believers” 
is already considerably substantial and it buoy be 
expropriated that it testament aggrandizement in 
the time to come many decades. Fundamental of 
all, this applies to Islam. belief is at the moment 
viewed unquestionably population, which 
have in mind this fix up with provision reasons 
for increasing receptivity, i. general public 
volitionally acknowledge churchgoing values, 
be credulous that ecclesiastics of churchgoing 
persuasions deliver a sermon exceptionally 
cocksureness values.

A study of the religious consciousness of young 
people has shown that despite the fact that many 
young people consider themselves believers, there 
are very few really believers among them, since 
external religiosity prevails over internal and only 
some of them follow all the requirements of religion 
and strive to live in accordance with religious 
requirements and prescriptions. But it should be 
noted that the level of religiosity is decreasing, 
and the number of atheists is increasing. The low 
level of education and culture, the lack of desire to 
know the basics of religious doctrine and attitude to 
religion only as a means or tool necessary to gain 
self-confidence and improve their status, indicates 
the absence of deep religious needs, feelings and 
beliefs among modern Kazakh youth. Therefore, 
serious preventive work should be carried out 
among young people, preventing the manifestation 
of religious fundamentalism and involvement 
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in radical and extremist groups or sects, and 
educational work among schoolchildren, college 
and university students aimed at increasing their 
self-awareness, religious education and religious 
culture. However, our study was conducted in only 
one region, so it would be interesting to see what 
the situation in the country as a whole is, as well 
as compare some regions with each other in order 
to identify differences in religious orientations and 
motives for youth conversion to religion.

In conclusion, we note that the growth of 
religiosity among young people is explained by the 
fact that religion is gaining special importance: 

1. Religion acts as an element of national 
culture, is perceived as a factor of generational 
continuity, respect for ancestors, their spiritual 
heritage. It is through religion that a significant part 
of the population seeks to revive traditional values 
and moral principles. 

2. The role and place of religion in the system of 
public relations are changing. Perhaps this is a way 
of protection or a kind of response to the aggressive 
“invasion” of globalization.

3. The religious factor plays an important role in 
the process of personal formation of young people, 
the formation of their life orientations, social and 
civic self-realization. In the process of socialization of 
young people, religious values occupy an important 
place, and the value potential of religion is due to 
the fact that it helps to prevent negative phenomena 
such as alcoholism, drug addiction, etc. Today, the 
priority in society is to carry out information and 
propaganda work with a wide audience. An audience 
to create an atmosphere of rejection of the ideas of 
terrorism and extremism. Full-scale implementation 
is needed Concepts of youth policy, solving social 
problems, real, systematic and effective work with 
young people.
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